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Rapid advancements in multicore and manycore chips have been a revolution within chip manufacturing, almost eradicating single-core processors. From high-end servers to mobile phones, multicore and manycore chips are steadily entering every single aspect of information technology. However, programming multicore and manycore architectures remains challenging today. To fully utilize these chips, parallel programming models that allow sequential programs and programs utilizing limited parallelism to transition to architectures with massive parallelism, while maintaining good performance and productive development, are urgently needed.
This special issue contains six articles selected from the 2015 International Workshop on Programming Models and Applications for Multicores and Manycores (PMAM 2015).
In ''HAMR: A Dataflow-Based Realtime In-Memory Cluster Computing Engine,' 'Wu et al. (2016) introduce a new cluster computing system called HAMR, a new big data solution that integrates HPC approaches such as dataflows into big data computing.
In ''On the Performance and Energy Efficiency of Sparse Linear Algebra on GPUs,' ' Anzt et al. (2016) develop a GPU SpMM implementation that handles the simultaneous multiplication of a sparse matrix with a set of vectors in block-wise fashion.
For handling stream parallel processing, Beard et al. (2015) introduce RaftLib in their work ''RaftLib: A C++ Template Library for High Performance Stream Parallel Processing.'' This work aims to enable a full spectrum of streaming graph optimizations while providing integrability with legacy C=C++ code.
In ''Reaching Bandwidth Saturation Using Transparent Injection Parallelization,' ' Chaimov et al. (2016) present the design of a multithreaded runtime capable of transparently increasing the instantaneous network concurrency by off-loading communication requests from application level tasks to multiple communication servers.
In In ''Deadlock-free Buffer Configuration for Stream Computing,' discuss deadlocks in streaming applications and show that several of them are caused by bad configuration of buffer sizes. They also provide necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock-free computations and propose both compiletime and runtime solutions for deadlock avoidance.
In ''Energy-optimal Configuration Selection for Manycore Chips with Variation,' 'Langer et al. (2016) study how integer linear programming techniques can be used to obtain energy efficient configurations of chips that have heterogeneous cores and propose a search method to improve energy usage.
We hope that the articles in this special issue will provide readers with relevant insights into the emerging parallel programming models for multicore and manycore systems.
